Glossies
with the
good hair
Stay fresh with
this dry shampoo

Did you

Claim your
prize from SOLEIL!

Summer
Skincare
Hydrate your
skin after a
day in the sun

Bold &
Metallic

Create a beautiful
eye look this Summer

Hey Glossies,
We love finding hidden gems and
discovering new favorites each
month. From makeup to skincare,
haircare and more, GLOSSYBOX is
all about giving our subscribers a
chance to experience the new and
the best of beauty. This July, we’re
bringing you five “Beauty Treasures”
in a special treasure chest box
for you to try and love!

Stay Glossy xxx

Your Glossybox Team

TOP TIP

Use each color
separately or layer
them for a more
sophisticated look.

CLEO NOIR
FULL SIZE

1

Add a pop of color to your summer look! These
weightless, creamy shadows are blendable and
long-lasting, perfect for a hot sunny day or a fun
night out. You’ll never have to worry about
smudging or reapplying!
Shop / cleonoir.com

ELAINA BADRO
FULL SIZE

Treas

cleonoirofficial
The Eyeshadow Duet - Golden Malachite

MSRP / $16.00*
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Beauty Treasures | July 2021

elainabadro
Divine Duo Set

This beautiful seagreen set
includes an angled brush and
blending brush. The angled brush
can be used for brow liner and
eyehsadow, while the blending
brush is ideal for creating soft
color diffusion or defined blending.
MSRP / $34.00*

Shop / elainabadro.com
TOP TIP

Create the perfect eye look
by defining your brows and
blending your shadows.

TOP TIP
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After cleansing, apply mask to
face and leave for 15 - 20 minutes.
Pat remaining essense into skin.

PURLISSE BEAUTY
FULL SIZE
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purlisse
Blue Lotus + Seaweed Treatment Sheet Mask

The sun can really dry and dehydrate your skin,
especially in the peak of summer. Formulated for
all skin types, including sensitive skin, this mask
contains blue lotus, seaweed, mulberry, and anise
fruit to combat dryness, inflammation, irritation,
and redness.
MSRP / $6.00*

Shop / purlisse.com

BATISTE
TRAVEL SIZE

TOP TIP

Gently apply a thin layer
around your eye area
morning and night.
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batiste_us
Volumizing Dry Shampoo

Put some oomph back in your
locks with this dry shampoo,
great for when you’re on the
go and need a quick refresh.
Made with collagen complex,
the clean-feel formula removes
oil, leaving your hair bouncy,
beautiful, and volumized.

asure
VERSO SKINCARE

DELUXE SIZE

sh

ding.

versoskincare
Eyecream

This rich formula nourishes and
moisturizes the eye area to ensure
a robust skin barrier and healthy
hydration level for soft, smooth, and
supple skin. It owes its potency to
a combination of fermented oat
and a hyaluronic acid boosting
yeast extract.

MSRP / $3.99*

Shop / ulta.com
TOP TIP
Shake and spray on your roots,
holding it 12” away from your head.
Massage with fingertips, leave for
1 minute, then brush and style.

MSRP Deluxe mini 7ml / $21.00*
Full size 20ml / $60.00*
Shop / us.lookfantastic.com

*MSRP relates to the full size product available for purchase as advised by the brand. Prices may vary due to exchange rates.
All prices are correct at time of print. Please check all ingredients & read instructions before using any of these products.

August’s

Glossy
of the month

Next month is going to be full of festivities. GLOSSYBOX
turns 10 years old this August, and we’re beyond
excited to celebrate with our Glossies!
The super special designed box will get you
in the party mood and the things we have
planned will be the icing on the cake. Be on
the lookout for incredible products and a brand
new subscriber-exclusive launch coming up...

Share your GLOSSYBOX on Instagram for
a chance to win a surprise bundle of beauty!

We love seeing you sharing and growing the
Glossy community. Every month, we’ll select our
favorite post and that lucky Glossy will receive
a prize full of beauty products.
Make sure to tag @glossybox_us and use the
hashtag #glossyboxus for a chance to win!

Did you find a Golden Ticket in your July
GLOSSYBOX? If you did, congratulations!
You’ve won a SOLEIL Infrared Original Flat
Iron, worth $350!

If you didn’t win a ticket, don’t worry, there
are more chances to win premium beauty
prizes and receive exclusive offers just by
being a GLOSSYBOX subscriber.

Glossybox Hydrating Mist

“Hands down the best hydrating mist I have ever used!” - Tara

Misty skin
“This mist made my skin fresh and comfortable after my shower.
I am looking forward to using it again. Also, none of the spray
ended up elsewhere which is a big plus for me because I usually
get facial sprays on my clothes. Precise sprayer!” - Annie

The Glow

“Really liked the smell and glow, the spray mist is awesome.” - Lela

